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note provides more information about
prairie life in the late nineteenth
century and about the School
Children's Blizzard.
Sang Spell Phyllis Reynolds Naylor
1998 After Josh is mugged, a kind
woman takes him to her village to
tend to his wounds, but upon
recovering, Josh soon learns of the
town's strange rules that state he is
never allowed to leave, and Josh is
forced to devise a plan of escape.
P is for Peace Garden Roxane B.
Salonen 2010-10-15 Our continuing
alphabet journey takes us to North
Dakota, the home to such wide-eyed
wonders as bison, mosasaurs and the
Red River. Every letter in the
alphabet is another chapter of a land
rich in history, people and nature.
Look to the skies for a bald eagle or
to the horizon for a Wild Prairie
Rose, the state flower. But no matter
where children look in P is for Peace
Garden, they're sure to find beauty
and state pride on every page. This
homespun tour of the Roughrider State
uses folksy rhymes and in-depth text
to share North Dakota's heritage with
everyone. One just needs to open its
pages to be taken on tour that will
take them to Fargo, Bismarck and

Anna's Blizzard Alison Hart
2017-10-03 When a fierce blizzard
suddenly kicks up on a mild winter
day, a young Nebraska girl must find
the courage and strength to lead
others to safety in this novel
inspired by the true story of the
1888 School Children's Blizzard.
Twelve-year-old Anna loves life on
the Nebraska prairie where she lives
with her parents and four-year-old
brother in a simple sod house. She
doesn't mind helping out with chores,
especially when she is herding sheep
with her beloved pony, Top Hat. On
the open prairie, Anna feels at home.
But at school she feels hopelessly
out of place. Arithmetic is too hard,
her penmanship is abysmal, and stuckup Eloise Baxter always laughs at her
mistakes. When a unexpected blizzard
traps Anna, her schoolmates, and
their young teacher in the one-room
schoolhouse, Anna knows they must
escape before it is too late. Does
she have the courage and strength to
lead her class through the whiteout
to safety? Alison Hart offers young
readers a dramatic story of rescue
and survival featuring a plucky,
determined protagonist. An author's
blizzards-wake-phyllis-reynolds-naylor
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beyond. Paying special attention to
the flora and fauna as well as the
folklore that makes North Dakota a
shining jewel in our nation's crown
makes this book as important to its
people as readers everywhere. Roxane
Salonen uses her North Dakota roots
to focus on the aspects of the state
others rarely hear about. Share in
North Dakota's glory and landscape
through her glowing prose and
illustrator Joanna Yardley's
exquisite renderings of a vision
rarely seen. P is for Peace Garden: A
North Dakota Alphabet is sure to
inspire and impress generations of
reader for years to come.
Alice in Blunderland Phyllis Reynolds
Naylor 2012-09-04 Here are all the
embarrassing things that might happen
to you in the fourth grade -- and do
happen to you, if your name is Alice
McKinley: 1. Your next-door neighbor
(who happens to be a BOY!) sees you
in your underpants. 2. You sneeze
beans all over your best friend. 3.
Your brother lies to you for fun and
you believe him. 4. You get trapped
inside a snow cave -- your own snow
cave, that is. 5. You're the only
person in the whole grade who can't
sing. Alice can't seem to do anything
right anymore, especially where her
big brother Lester is concerned. When
he gets really angry with her, Alice
doesn't know how to fix things
between them. How is she going to get
Lester to talk to her again? And will
life ever get any easier? Fourth
grade can't end soon enough! The
second of three prequels to the
beloved Alice series, Alice in
Blunderland lets younger readers get
to know the girl everyone wants to be
friends with, and proves once again
that Phyllis Reynolds Naylor knows
the fears, foibles, and fun of being
a girl.
Faith, Hope, and Ivy June Phyllis
Reynolds Naylor 2011 During a student
exchange program, seventh-graders Ivy
blizzards-wake-phyllis-reynolds-naylor

June and Catherine share their lives,
homes, and communities, and find that
although their lifestyles are total
opposites they have a lot in common.
Blizzard's Wake Phyllis Reynolds
Naylor 2004-01-01 In March of 1941,
when a severe blizzard suddenly hits
Grand Forks, North Dakota, a girl
trying to save her stranded father
and brother inadvertently helps the
man who killed her mother four years
before.
The Bravest Dog Ever Natalie
Standiford 2014-09-24 Celebrate a
winter miracle with the true,
inspirational story of Balto in this
Step 3 Step Into Reading Early
Reader. It is one of the worst storms
ever - the snow has not stopped for
days and it is 30 degrees below zero.
But somehow Balto must get through.
He is the lead dog of his sled team.
And he is carrying medicine to sick
children miles away in Nome, Alaska.
He is their only hope. Can Balto find
his way through the terrible storm?
Find out in this exciting true story!
Step 3 Readers feature engaging
narratives about popular topics. For
children who are ready to read on
their own.
Boys in Control Phyllis Reynolds
Naylor 2008-12-18 Play ball! That’s
what the sixth-grade Buckman Badgers
baseball team plans on doing. Eddie
Malloy and Jake Hatford hope to lead
their team to the championship game
the last Saturday in May. But due to
a mix-up, Mrs. Hatford has to run a
yard sale for the Women’s Auxiliary
of the Buckman Fire Department the
very same day in their very own yard!
Not wanting to miss out on the game,
the family elects the only
nonbaseball fan in the family, Wally,
to stay home and help watch over the
sale tables until they return.
Wally’s ticked off. On top of that,
Caroline Malloy has written and will
perform a play for a school project
and has roped Wally into costarring
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with her. Let Caroline think she’s so
smart. Wally has his own reason for
being in the play. It looks like the
Hatfords could be totally humiliated
after the girls stumble upon an
embarrassing item from the boys’
past. Leave it to Wally’s secret plan
to turn the tables on the girls’
scheme and prove who’s really in
control! Boys rule!
Bernie Magruder and the Disappearing
Bodies Phyllis Reynolds Naylor
2001-04-01 Something is wrong at the
Bessledorf Hotel as bodies, both dead
and alive, are moved in and out of
the establishment, so Bernie decides
to take the case to find out the real
scoop of what is taking place.
Originally published as The Bodies in
the Bessledorf Hotel. Original.
Roxie and the Hooligans Phyllis
Reynolds Naylor 2013-11-05 Do not
panic. Lord Thistlebottom's Book of
Pitfalls and How to Survive Them has
taught Roxie Warbler how to handle
all sorts of situations. If Roxie's
ever lost in the desert, or buried in
an avalanche, or caught in a dust
storm, she knows just what to do. But
Lord Thistlebottom has no advice to
help Roxie deal with Helvetia's
Hooligans, the meanest band of
bullies in school. Then Roxie finds
herself stranded on a deserted island
with not only the Hooligans but also
a pair of crooks on the lam, and her
survival skills may just save the day
-- and turn the Hooligans into
surprising allies.
Starting with Alice Phyllis Reynolds
Naylor 2012-09-04 After she, her
older brother, and their father move
from Chicago to Maryland, Alice has
trouble fitting into her new third
grade class, but with the help of
some new friends and her own unique
outlook, she survives.
Simply Alice Phyllis Reynolds Naylor
2012-06-19 It isn't Alice and Patrick
anymore; it's simply Alice, and much
to her surprise, Alice is finding
blizzards-wake-phyllis-reynolds-naylor

that's okay. In fact, working on the
school play and becoming increasingly
involved in the newspaper have Alice
so busy she doesn't have much time
for her best friends Pamela and
Elizabeth—and they resent it. And if
Alice ever needed friends, she needs
them now. She's got a secret e-mail
admirer she's not sure how to handle.
Her brother, Lester, is plunging
headlong into a risky romance with a
professor. And her new friend, Faith,
seems unable to break free of an
abusive relationship with her
boyfriend. It's not simple being
simply Alice.
The Agony of Alice Phyllis Reynolds
Naylor 2012-05-15 Life, Alice
McKinley feels, is just one big
embarrassment. Here she is, about to
be a teenager and she doesn't know
how. It's worse for her than for
anyone else, she believes, because
she has no role model. Her mother has
been dead for years. Help and advice
can only come from her father,
manager of a music store, and her
nineteen-year-old brother, who is a
slob. What do they know about being a
teen age girl? What she needs, Alice
decides, is a gorgeous woman who does
everything right, as a roadmap, so to
speak. If only she finds herself,
when school begins, in the classroom
of the beautiful sixth-grade teacher,
Miss Cole, her troubles will be over.
Unfortunately, she draws the homely,
pear-shaped Mrs. Plotkin. One of Mrs.
Plotkin's first assignments is for
each member of the class to keep a
journal of their thoughts and
feelings. Alice calls hers "The Agony
of Alice," and in it she records all
the embarrassing things that happen
to her. Through the school year,
Alice has lots to record. She also
comes to know the lovely Miss Cole,
as well as Mrs. Plotkin. And she
meets an aunt and a female cousin
whom she has not really known before.
Out of all this, to her amazement,
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comes a role model -- one that she
would never have accepted before she
made a few very important discoveries
on her own, things no roadmap could
have shown her. Alice moves on, ready
to be a wise teenager.
Wake Amanda Hocking 2012-08-07 Fall
under the spell of Wake—the first
book in an achingly beautiful new
series by celebrated author Amanda
Hocking—and lose yourself to the
Watersong. Gorgeous. Fearless.
Dangerous. They're the kind of girls
you envy; the kind of girls you want
to hate. Strangers in town for the
summer, Penn, Lexi and Thea have
caught everyone's attention—but it's
Gemma who's attracted theirs. She's
the one they've chosen to be part of
their group. Gemma seems to have it
all—she's carefree, pretty, and
falling in love with Alex, the boy
next door. He's always been just a
friend, but this summer they've taken
their relationship to the next level,
and now there's no going back. Then
one night, Gemma's ordinary life
changes forever. She's taking a late
night swim under the stars when she
finds Penn, Lexi and Thea partying on
the cove. They invite her to join
them, and the next morning she wakes
up on the beach feeling groggy and
sick, knowing something is different.
Suddenly Gemma is stronger, faster,
and more beautiful than ever. But her
new powers come with a terrifying
price. And as she uncovers the truth,
she's is forced to choose between
staying with those she loves—or
entering a new world brimming with
dark hungers and unimaginable
secrets.
The Bodies in the Bessledorf Hotel
Phyllis Reynolds Naylor 1988-03 Dead
bodies which appear and disappear
mysteriously are threatening to lose
Sam's father his job as manager of
the Besseldorf Hotel. What can be
done? How do you find a ghost?
The Great Chicken Debacle Phyllis
blizzards-wake-phyllis-reynolds-naylor

Reynolds Naylor 2003 Hoping to earn a
trip to an amusement park, the three
Morgan children agree to take care of
a chicken that their father plans to
give their mother as a birthday
surprise.
Blizzard's Wake Phyllis Reynolds
Naylor 2002-10-01 In March of 1941,
when a severe blizzard suddenly hits
Bismarck, North Dakota, a girl trying
to save her stranded father and
brother inadvertently helps the man
who killed her mother four years
before.
How I Came To Be A Writer Phyllis
Reynolds Naylor 2001-01-01 Details
the career of one writer, from
stories composed in grade school
through first published pieces to
novels written to date.
A Shiloh Christmas Phyllis Reynolds
Naylor 2016-09-20 "Marty and his best
friend, Shiloh are on another
adventure. Marty learns when a secret
is too dangerous to keep, and that
hate can spread like fire"-Going Where It's Dark Phyllis
Reynolds Naylor 2016-01-12 From the
Newbery Award–winning author of
Shiloh comes a middle-grade novel
that combines adrenaline-fueled
adventure with a poignant coming-ofage story. Buck Anderson’s life seems
to be changing completely. His best
friend, David, has moved away; his
anxious parents are hounding him more
than ever; he has reluctantly agreed
to fill in for his uncle and do odd
jobs for a grumpy old veteran in
town; and his twin sister has a new
boyfriend and is never around
anymore. To top it all off, Buck is
bullied by a group of boys at
school—mainly because he stutters.
There is one thing that frees Buck
from his worries. It is the heartpounding exhilaration he feels when
exploring underground caves in and
around his hometown. He used to go
caving with David, but he’s
determined to continue on his own
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now. He doesn’t know that more
changes are headed his way—changes
that just might make him rethink his
view of the world and his place in
it. Praise for GOING WHERE IT’S DARK
“A well-constructed and well-paced
story that will be appreciated by
anyone who has ever felt out of place
or bullied.” —School Library Journal
“Buck’s strength is inspirational,
and his family’s love and respect are
heartwarming.” —Kirkus Reviews “With
characteristic sensitivity, Naylor
delivers an engrossing account of a
boy’s interior and exterior
struggles.” —Publishers Weekly
The Witch's Eye Phyllis Reynolds
Naylor 2003 Though suspected witchneighbor Mrs. Tuggle has died, her
glass eye resurfaces, bringing new
dangers and terrors to Lynn's family.
The Grand Escape Phyllis Reynolds
Naylor 1993 Yearning to find one of
the ranches he has heard so much
about, Marco, one of Mr. and Mrs.
Neal's house cats, sets out with
Polo, who longs to find the mother
cat he barely remembers, on an
adventure.
A Traitor Among the Boys Phyllis
Reynolds Naylor 2008-12-18 The
Hatford boys' New Year's resolution
is "the girls can stay . . . but only
if they play by our rules." Their
mother insists that they "treat those
girls as though they were your
sisters." Okay, but somehow the boys'
interpretation owes more to sibling
rivalry than to brotherly love. The
one weak link is young Peter, who
doesn't understand the rivalry,
openly likes the girls, and sees
nothing wrong with sitting in their
kitchen eating homemade cookies and
answering questions about his
brothers' plans. Readers will find
themselves laughing out loud at the
pranks, the conversations, and one
unforgettably embarrassing moment.
The high-flying humor is juxtaposed
with the budding affection between
blizzards-wake-phyllis-reynolds-naylor

Josh and Beth and the way all the
children pull together during a
blizzard. The fifth entry in Naylor's
refreshing series chronicling the
feud between the Hatfords and the
Malloys.
Walker's Crossing Phyllis Reynolds
Naylor 1999 While living on his
family's ranch in Wyoming where he
hopes to someday become a cowboy,
Ryan faces conflicts with his older
brother who is involved in a militia
movement.
A Boy Called Slow Joseph Bruchac
1998-03 For use in schools and
libraries only. Longing for a more
powerful name than Slow, a young
Sioux proves his courage during a
battle with enemy Crow and is given a
new name, Sitting Bull, in honor of
his bravery.
All but Alice Phyllis Reynolds Naylor
2012-05-15 There are, Alice decides,
272 horrible things left to happen to
her in her life, based on the number
of really horrible things that have
happened already. She figures that
out after the disaster of the talent
show. And she realizes that there is
no way to fend them off. But, she
reasons, if you don't have a mother,
maybe a sister would help. Maybe lots
of sisters. A worldwide sisterhood!
Sisterhood means more sympathy and
less likely odds that the next
horrible thing will strike when Alice
is by herself. But, Sisterhood also
comes with a whole new set of
problems for Alice. Can she be
Sisters with all three girls who want
to be her brother Lester's
girlfriend? In fact, how do boys fit
into Universal Sisterhood at all? And
how far should she you go when being
part of the crowd means doing
something you don't want to do? Alice
copes with life in her own way, and
her solutions to her endless problems
are often funny and surprisingly
right.
Zack and the Turkey Attack! Phyllis
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Reynolds Naylor 2017-10-03 A boy must
outsmart a tormenting turkey and
solve the mystery surrounding some
missing jewelry in this feel-good
middle grade novel from the Newbery
Award–winning author of the Shiloh
series. Zack has a problem. A turkey
problem. A TOM turkey to be exact.
Every weekend Zack goes to his
grandparents’ farm with his father.
As soon as he and his dad pull up in
the truck, that ol’ Tom turkey’s
right there, waiting, ready to peck,
peck, peck at Zack’s legs. Now, Zack
isn’t usually a scaredy-cat but this
is different. The bird is flat out
mean, and has clearly got it out for
Zack. His best friend Matthew thinks
he’s exaggerating, so one weekend
Zack brings him along and sure enough
the turkey is laying in wait…this
time for them both! The boys realize
they need something to turn the
tables, so they decide to build—in
Rube Goldberg style—a giant LOUD
contraption to scare the turkey away
for good. What the boys don’t count
on is the seemingly know-it-all
neighbor Josie’s news that there’s a
mysterious robber prowling around the
neighborhood. Bracelets, necklaces,
and coins have gone missing, and the
odd thing is that the robber leaves
V-shaped footprints…
Patiently Alice Phyllis Reynolds
Naylor 2012-05-29 It's the summer
after Alice's freshman year, she's
survived her breakup with Patrick,
and she and her friends are looking
forward to their jobs as assistant
camp counselors. Alice feels as if
she's finally gotten a handle on
life. But Alice soon learns that the
only thing she can count on is
change. Pamela's mother is
contemplating coming home, Lester is
contemplating leaving home, and even
Alice's father's romance with Miss
Summers hits an unexpected snag. But
most surprising of all are the
shocking revelations about some of
blizzards-wake-phyllis-reynolds-naylor

Alice's closet friends. Can Alice
keep up with all the changes around
her?
The Girls Take Over Phyllis Reynolds
Naylor 2009-01-21 The race is on! The
Hatford boys and the Malloy girls are
ready to outdo one another again.
Eddie is the first girl to ever try
out for the school baseball team. Now
she and Jake are competing for the
same position, while Caroline and
Wally compete for class spelling bee
champ. Wally is itching to win, but
Caroline the show-off plans to be
number one. As if that wasn’t enough,
the kids decide to race bottles down
the rising Buckman River to see whose
will go the farthest by the end of
the month. The winner will be queen
or king for the day while the other
kids act as servants. But neither
team trusts the other. When the girls
go down to the river to try and
capture the boys’ bottles, Caroline
falls into the rising water. It looks
like those Malloy girls may be in
over their heads this time!
Shiloh Phyllis Reynolds Naylor
2012-06-26 Marty will do anything to
save his new friend Shiloh in this
Newbery Medal–winning novel from
Phillis Reynolds Naylor. When Marty
Preston comes across a young beagle
in the hills behind his home, it's
love at first sight—and also big
trouble. It turns out the dog, which
Marty names Shiloh, belongs to Judd
Travers, who drinks too much and has
a gun—and abuses his dogs. So when
Shiloh runs away from Judd to Marty,
Marty just has to hide him and
protect him from Judd. But Marty's
secret becomes too big for him to
keep to himself, and it exposes his
entire family to Judd's anger. How
far will Marty have to go to make
Shiloh his?
Jade Green Phyllis Reynolds Naylor
2000-02-01 While living with her
uncle in a house haunted by the ghost
of a young woman, recently orphaned
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Judith Sparrow wonders if her one
small transgression has caused
mysterious happenings.
Ice Phyllis Reynolds Naylor
1998-02-01 When thirteen-year-old
Chrissa is sent to her paternal
grandmother's farm, she learns more
about her absent father and some of
the reasons for her distant
relationship with her mother.
Alice Alone Phyllis Reynolds Naylor
2012-05-22 Alice is starting high
school, and everything is new. But
it’s the new girl, Penny, who’s
making ninth grade a real challenge
for Alice. Penny is tiny and perky
and a real flirt, and she seems to be
focusing her attention on Patrick.
Even worse, Patrick seems to be
enjoying it. Alice and Patrick have
been a couple so long, Alice can’t
imagine life without him. Suddenly
she feels lost and unattractive and
scared—not quite whole. How can Alice
get back her confidence in herself,
when she’s not even sure who she is?
Send No Blessings Phyllis Reynolds
Naylor 1992 A teenager in a large
family that lives in a trailer yearns
for love, approval, an escape from
endless chores, and a chance to make
something of herself; when a good and
decent man, seven years her senior,
falls in love with her, she realizes
marriage tohim could solve her
problems.
Boys Against Girls Phyllis Reynolds
Naylor 2008-12-24 The Hatford-Malloy
feud continues in this fast-paced
sequel to The Boys Start the War and
The Girls Get Even (both Delacorte,
1993). Their egos still smarting from
the humiliation they suffered on
Halloween at the hands of their
female neighbors, the Hatford boys
try to frighten them with tales of
the abaguchie, a creature of local
legend. A funny series of plans for
revenge and retaliation from both
sides follows. Ultimately, the
children call a truce when they are
blizzards-wake-phyllis-reynolds-naylor

united by a common cause-sharing a
joke at their parents' expense.
Although this title sums up the
background of the story clearly, it
relies on the earlier books for
characterization. The girls come
across as stereotypes-an athlete, a
bookworm, and an aspiring actress-and
the boys are virtually
indistinguishable from one another.
Nevertheless, fans of the previous
books will enjoy this installment.
The Cure Sonia Levitin 1999 Gemm
16884, a young boy living in 2407,
collides with the past when he finds
himself in Strasbourg, Germany in
1348 confronting the antisemitism
that sweeps through Europe during the
Black Plague. 10,000 first printing.
Reluctantly Alice Phyllis Reynolds
Naylor 2012-05-15 Alice McKinley
comes home on the first day of junior
high with a list of seven things
about seventh grade that stink. Just
about the only good thing she can
think of is that she’s friends with
everyone. Maybe that’s how to survive
seventh grade—make it through the
entire year with everyone liking her.
That turns out to be easier said than
done, when Alice gets on the wrong
side of the school bully, Denise
“Mack Truck” Whitlock. But Alice’s
problems with Denise pale in
comparison with the romantic
entanglements of both her father and
her older brother, Lester. And when
Alice decides to help them out…life
gets even more complicated.
Alice in Rapture, Sort Of Phyllis
Reynolds Naylor 2012-05-15 According
to Pamela’s cousin in New Jersey, the
worst thing that can happen to a girl
is to start seventh grade without a
boyfriend. So Alice is glad that she
and Patrick are going together. But
Patrick the boyfriend is a lot more
complicated than Patrick the friend.
What’s an appropriate gift for Alice
to give him for his birthday? What
should she do if he wants to kiss her
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and she hasn’t just brushed her
teeth? Alice really likes Patrick,
but sometimes it seems as though life
would be a lot simpler if they were
still just friends.
Shiloh Season Phyllis Reynolds Naylor
2013-04-02 Marty gets to keep Shiloh!
He wasn’t able to rescue all the dogs
that Judd Travers mistreated, but at
least Shiloh is safe . . . right? Not
necessarily, it turns out. With
hunting season approaching, Judd has
started drinking again, and hunting
on the outskirts of Marty’s family
property. What if Judd tries to take
back Shiloh? What if one of Marty’s
sisters gets in the way of Judd’s
shotgun? It seems only a matter of
time before something goes very
wrong. The thing is, Marty knows a
secret about Judd that no one else
does, and if anything terrible
happens, he will never be able to
forgive himself for keeping quiet. Is
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it time for Marty to speak up? And
can he find the courage to do so,
before someone he loves gets hurt?
Alice in April Phyllis Reynolds
Naylor 2012-05-15 In Alice in April,
Aunt Sally reminds Alice that she
will be turning thirteen soon (like
anyone could forget such a momentous
occasion) and that she will be the
“woman of the house.” Alice dives
into her new role by planning her
father’s fiftieth birthday party—and
telling everyone in the family to get
a physical. But that means Alice
herself will have to disrobe at the
doctor's! Then there's the latest
crisis at school, where the boys have
begun to match each girl with the
name of a state, according to its
geography—mountains or no mountains!
As Alice stumbles her way through the
minefield of early adolescence in
these six new repackages for Summer,
there are plenty of bumps, giggles,
and surprises along the way.
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